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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

We're already logically moving down away from 2,135 and if price breaks 2,100 - as was the case 

in June under an identical planning spot - then we'll simply keep trading bearishly down toward 

2,065 (200 day SMA).   

Believe me, as a professional/full-time trader, we LIVE for T3 Trend Days!  There's simply no other opportunity 

to rack up profits as quickly and as efficiently - intraday or swing trading - than a powerful, one-directional, 

textbook T3 Trend Day. We have roughly 21 days of the month to make profits as traders and usually five or so 

of these days are powerful T3 Trend Days (if that). We NEED to rack up as much profits as possible on those 

efficient Trend Days when the market gives them to us.  It's a skill that is worth developing - recognizing and 

trading T3 Trend Days - but that's been the key to my trading success as an intraday trader and it's why I 

continually stress the importance of efficient execution and bold trading of these unique events. 

Otherwise, you won't achieve your goals fast enough - or as easily - if you don't profit strongly from T3 Trend 

Days.  If you're new to the membership, please review the archives and the Trend Day specific page: 

http://premium.afraidtotrade.com/trend-day-archive/ 

Believe me when I tell you - Trend Days make your job as an intraday/short-term trader MUCH easier.   

Oh - and if you ever fight or fade a Trend Day... please also believe me when I stress (as I do each Trend Day) 

that you will not fulfill your goals as an intraday trader using this strategy.  In fact, quite the opposite - fighting 

Trend Days have prematurely ended so many promising trading careers.  Don't do that - ever. 

To review - Trend Days typically occur when a major price level (higher frame) is broken and one side of the 

market is trapped - losing money rapidly to stop-losses.  We as intraday traders benefit this one-sided 

environment by (in this case) short-selling retracements/flags that occur as the day progresses from open to 

close.  Sell INTO the falling 20 or 50 EMA (5-min) or preferably on a strong trend day like this, on the 

retracements into the 20 or 50 EMAs on the 1-min chart (powerful trends require smaller timeframes).  Target 

the prior low or preferably hold as long as possible until price breaks above a falling trendline or 5-min 

reversal candle high.  Reverse the rules for a bullish Trend Day.   

No other strategy - other than a "core trade" where you enter short as soon as possible and hold short all day 

long (until the close OR until price breaks above the 50 EMA on the 5-min chart) is allowed.   

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Durable Goods (8:00am) 

Dallas Fed MFG Survey (10:30) 

http://premium.afraidtotrade.com/trend-day-archive/
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July 20 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

With stocks falling again - continuing the retracement - oil also pushed to new swing lows as the downtrend 

continued.  Perhaps the surprise market of the day was GOLD which broke powerfully higher to close into the 

$1,100 level - the key reference.   

The Dollar is forming a short-term symmetrical triangle at the $97.50 level which will be our focal point - 

bullish above $97.60 or bearish beneath $97.20 - for Monday. 
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Biotechs Slump (IBB) 

 

While Biotechs have been "hot" through 2015, today - like March and April 2015 - saw a strong sell swing 

down away from all-time highs.  In this case, price reversed at the $400 per share level, collapsing with price 

toward then rising 50 day EMA.   

Reference the two examples in March and April - short-term collapses in an ongoing uptrend - and the gentle 

pullback in June and compare that to what's happening now at the $375 price pivot level.  IBB would not 

become ultra bearish unless it is under $360 per share (prior low). 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

In simplest terms price fell lower down away from the 2,125 level (on negative divergences) toward the 

support initially of the 2,100 pivot and now into the 2,070 target which is the 61.8% Fibonacci Retracement of 

the recent short-squeeze bullish rally. 

We're once again ready to play a pause/bounce up off the 2,070 target (green zone toward 2,090) or else very 

ready, willing, and able to play a continuation of the short-sell swing (liquidation) already in motion toward 

2,040 which would round out the market and the "Arc Trendline" pattern. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Right now, price is absolutely and efficiently fulfilling our "Repeat Pattern" pathway from June as mentioned 

earlier.  Last time, price reversed on a spinning top/doji candle from the 2,130 level.  Price fell to the 2,100 

level and then broke under it with a STRONG impulsive trend day. We were prepared for this and most 

assuredly, it happened, giving a clear example of our planning and real-time execution strategies. 

For now, unless buyers can push the market up off the 2,070 @ES pivot as drawn (2,080 SPX), then we're 

going to keep aggressively playing the market short/bearishly toward the full target near 2,065.  If under 

2,065, another sell-swing opens toward the 2,045 pivot.  With the exception of a small bounce potential 

Monday off current levels, the market would not become bullish unless it is back above 2,100. 
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Planning the Next Day (Weekly Chart)    

 

 

Our weekly chart perspective shows a complete erasure of the prior week's bullish action. 

The divergences persist and odds seem to be shifting toward a DISTRIBUTION environment - and we'll be 

prepared for that if indeed price continues retracing down away from the 2,130 level and under 2,100.  Again, 

the broader target is the 2,045 level (50 week EMA tested recently) and if under that, then 2,000... but don't 

get too far ahead of yourselves until we actually see lower prices in this ongoing stimulus-manipulated market. 


